
an object router module allowing the user to perform the real-time Web transactions from the Web

application with at least one of the Web merchants while providing interaction and management

between the first server and the second server; and further wherein (i) the switching component in

the Web application switches the user back from the second server to the first server when the

account is settled; (ii) the content manager in the Web application also provides web advertising;

(iii) the system, further comprising a routine in the Web application that redirects a user to a web

page supported by a Web merchant running on a third server that offers additional possible Web

transactions not visible onaa web page on thefirst server; (iv) the system, further comprising a

component in a Web application. that monitors statistics and provides information about a Web

merchant based on past Web transactions from at least one Web application by that Web merchant,

(v) ) the system, further comprising a component in a Web application that monitors statistics and

provides information about a Web user based on past Web transactions from at least one Web

application by that Web user; (vi) the system, further comprising a module in the Web application

allowing the Web user to receive information concerning the Web merchant; (vii) the system,

further comprising a module in the Web application allowing the Web merchant to receive

information concerning the Web user; (viii) the system, further comprising a merchandise manager

in a Web application tracking a particular category of merchandise for a particular Web user, the

merchandise manager sending a message to a Web user when the particular category of

merchandise is available; (ix) the system, wherein either the second or third Webpage contains a

link to some other web page.

147. Upon information and belief, IBM, SAP and each of the Proposed Respondents has

directly infringed, contributorily infringed or induced infringement and/or induced infringement

and is continuing to infringe and/or induce infringement of one or more claims of the ‘340 Patent
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by making outside the USA, selling for importation into the United States, importing into the

United States, and/or selling Within the United States after importation and operating or inducing
I . ’

to operate without authority one or more apparatus or a real-time on-line two-Way transaction

system or a computer implemented method of permitting a real-time, online transaction by a user

with at least one computing device on the World Wide Web, reflected in the Websitescited above,

and specifically, IBM, SAP and each of the Proposed Respondents infringed and infringes and/or

has induced infringement , because (i) it operated and or induced to operate and continues to

operate and continues to induce to operate IoT devices, Web applications and software made

outside the USA, sold for importation into the United States, imported into the United States,

and/or sold within the United States after importation including, but not limited to, those

maintained on servers located in, outside the USA and/or accessible from the United States under

the United States/IBM’s/SAP’s/each of the Proposed Respondents’ control that, as reflected in

the website, inter alia, provide the method comprising:

presenting a first web page from a first server allowing a user to choose a Web transaction from a

plurality of possible Web transactions; V '

presenting a second web page allowing the user to display the second web page on the computing

device and to interactively enter into the Web transaction with a particular Web merchant;

switching the user transacting fiom a Web .application on the first server to a payment server

remote from the first server allowing the user to interactively settle the Web transaction in real

time, wherein the user directly communicates from a user device to the payment server; and

allowing the user to perform the Web transaction from the Web application via an object router

with the Web merchant, while providing interaction and management between the first server and

the payment server; and further comprising (i) switching the user fi"oma Web application back
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from the payment server to the first sewer when the Web transaction is settled; (ii) presenting a

second web page allowing the user to interactively enter into a second Web transaction with a

different particular Web merchant, and wherein the user interactively and simultaneously settles

both.Web transactions from at least one Web application; (iii) notifying a Web user performing a

Web transaction from a Web application when a particular item of merchandise is available; (iv)

the method, wherein the second web page contains a link to at least one other web page; (v) the

method, wherein the first web page contains a link to at least one other web page.

148. IBM’s infringement is by making, using and selling without authority WebSphere,

IoT and other Web application development platforms, tools, IoT devices, Web applications,

products and sen/ices made outside the USA, sold for importation into the United States, imported

into the United States, and/or sold within the United States after importation, and by making and

using IBM Cloud Services. IBM’s infiingement has injured Complainant. Accordingly,

Complainant is entitled to relief -under Section 337 and an injunction to prohibit importation of

products that infringe the Asserted Patent and further infringement of the ‘340 Patent and for use

of the inventions. i- "

149. IBM, SAP, Apple and other Proposed Respondents have directly infringed and are

continuing to infringe one or more claims of the ’34OPatent by making outside the USA, selling

for importation into the United States, importing into the United States, and/or selling within the

United States after importation and operating without authority one or more online and mobile

banking systems providing Services which utilize the patented inventions. 

150. Upon infonnation and belief, IBM has infi'inged and is continuing to infiinge one

or more claims of the ‘340 patent in the United States by practicing one or more of the claims of

the ‘340 patent, by means of at least the IBM WebSphere, IoT and other Web application
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development tools, platforms and Web application products and services, made outside the USA,

sold for importation into the United States, imported into the United States, and/or sold within the

United States after importation. ' y

S l5 l. IBM’s online practices of the patented inventions are reflected in, but-not limited

to, the websites http://www.ibm.com and the websites of IBM’s customers. IBM’s servers

providing the claimed apparatus are located in and outside the United States under IBM’s control.

l5 2. Upon infonnation and belief, IBM is contributing to the infringement of the ‘340

patent by others in the United States ‘bycontributing to another’s practice of one or more of the

claims of the ‘340 patent. The direct infringement occurs by activities of the end users of at least

IBM’s Web application products and services, made outside the USA, sold for importation into

the United States, imported into the United States, and/or sold Within the United States afier

importation. . .

153. Upon information and belief, IBM is inducing the infringement of the ‘340 patent

by others in the United States by inducing others to practice one or more of the claims of the ‘340

patent. The direct infiingement occurs by activities of the endusers of at least IBM’s'Web

application products and services, made outside the USA, sold for importation into the United

States, imported into the United States,'and/or sold within the United States after importation.

i 154. Upon information and belief, IBM, in its practicing one or more claims of the ‘340

patent, its inducing others to practice one or more claims of the ‘340 patent, and/or its contributing

to another’s practice of one or more claims of the ‘340 patent, using IoT devices and Web

applications displayed on a Web browser made outside the USA‘, sold for importation into the

United States, imported into the United States, and/or sold within the United States after

importation is acting despite an objectively high likelihood that its actions constitute infringement
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of the ‘340 patent. Thus, at least IBM’s ongoing infringement of the ‘340 patent after notice of

this Complaint is willful. '

155. Upon information and belief, IBM’s infiingement of the ‘340 patent will continue

unless enjoined by this Commission.

l56._ As a direct and proximate consequence of IBM’s importation of products that

infringe the Asserted Patent and infringement of the ‘340 patent, Dr. Arunachalam has suffered

and will continue to suffer irreparable injuryand damages, in an amount of trillions of dollars.

157. Upon information and belief, IBM’s infringement of the importation of infringing

products based on the ‘340 patent is exceptional. l

158. SAP’s and/or each of the Proposed Respondents’ infringement is by making, using

and selling without authority IoT devices, Web applications and other _Web application

development platforms, tools, products and services, and by making and using Cloud Services,

made outside the USA, sold for importation into the United States, imported into the United States,

and/or sold within the United States after importation. SAP’s and/or each of the Proposed

Respondents’ infringement has injured Complainant. Accordingly, Complainant is entitled to

relief under Section 337 and an injunction to prohibit importation of products that infringe the

Asserted Patent and further infringement of the ‘340 Patent and for use of the inventions. '

159. Upon information and belief, SAP and/or each of the Proposed Respondents has

infringed and is continuing to infiinge one or more claims of the ‘340 patent in the United States

by practicing one or more of the claims of the ‘340 patent, by means of at least the SAP HANA,

Web application development tools, platfomis and Web application products and services, made

outside the USA, sold for importation into the United States, imported into the, United States,

and/or sold within the United States after importation.
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160. SAP’s and/or each of the Proposed Respondents’- online practices of the patented

inventions are reflected in, but not limited to, the Websites http://WWW.sap.comand the websites

of each of the Proposed Respondents and/or the websites of SAP’s customers and/or each of the

Proposed Respondents’ customers. SAP’s servers and/or each of the Proposed Respondents’

servers providing the claimed apparatus are located in and outside the United States under SAP’s_

and/or each of the Proposed Respondents’ control.

161. - Upon information and belief, SAP and/or each of the Proposed Respondents is

contributing to the infringement of the ‘340 patent by others in the United States by contributing

to another’s practice of one or more of the claims of the ‘340 patent. The direct infringement

occurs by activities of the end users of at least SAP’s and/or each of the Proposed Respondents’

Web application products and services, made outside the USA, sold for importation into the United

States, imported into the United States, and/or sold within the United States after importation.

162. Upon information and belief, SAP and/or each of the Proposed Respondents is

inducing the infringement of the ‘340 patent by others in the United States by inducing others to

practice one or more of the claims of the ‘340 patent. The direct infringement occursiby activities

of the end users of at least SAP’s and/or each of the Proposed Respondents’ Web application

products and services, made outside the USA, sold for importation into the United States, imported

into the United States, and/or sold within the United States after importation. - _

163. Upon information and belief, SAP and/or each of the Proposed Respondents, in its

practicing one or more claims of the ‘-340patent, its inducing others to practice one orimore claims

of the ‘340 patent, and/or its contributing to another’s practice of one or more claims of the ‘340

patent, is acting despite an objectively high likelihood that its actions constitute infringement of
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the ‘340 patent. Thus, at least SAP’s and/or each of the Proposed Respondents ongoing

infringement of the ‘340 patent after notice of this Complaint is willful.

164. Upon information and belief, SAP’s and/or each of the Proposed Respondents’

infringement of the ‘340 patent will continue unless enjoined by this Commission.

165. As a direct and proximate consequence of SAP’s and/or each of the Proposed

Respondents’ importation of products that infringe the Asserted Patent and infringement of the

‘340 patent, Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam has suffered and will continue to suffer irreparable injury

and damages, in an amount of trillions of dollars. _

166. Upon information and belief, SAP’s and/or each of the Proposed Respondents’

importation of infringing products based on the ‘340 patent is exceptional.

VII. RELATED LITIGATIONA "

167. On March 6, 2008, Dr. Arunachalam’s company WebXchange, Inc. filed a

complaint in the U.S. District Court for the District of Delaware alleging infringement of the U.S.

Patent Nos. 7,340,506 (“the ‘506 patent”) (which is a parent patent of the Asserted Patent

7,930,340) ;*and its parent 5,778,178; 6,212,556 patents by Dell,-Fedex and All State Insurance

(Civil Action Nos. 08-131-SLR/RGA (D.Del.), 08-132-SLR/RGA (D.Del.), 08-133-SLR/RGA

(D.Del.)). Later, Microsoft, the indemnifier to Dell, Fedex and AllState Insurance, filed a

declaratory judgment complaint against WebXchange, Inc. in the U.S. District Court for the

Northern District of California, alleging non-infringement and invalidity of the asserted patents

(Civil Action No. 08-05149 WHA (N. Dt. cA)). On February 17, 2009, Judge William AlSL1p’S

Order dismissed Microsofi’s Complaint against WebXchange, Inc. Judge Alsup ruled against

Microsofi, in Dr. Arunachalam’s favor in Case No. C 08-05149 WHA (N. Dt. CA) on 2/17/09:

“Microsofl is using counterfeit logic to manufacture a controversy where none exists.” Then,
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Microsoft filed a similar declaratory judgment complaint against WebXchange, Inc. in the U.S.

District Court for the District of Delaware and Hon. Judge Joseph Farnan dismissed the case in

favor of Dr. Arunachalam and ruled against Microsoft. Microsoft filed three ex parte and inter

paries pre-AIA re-examinations against Dr. Arunachalam’s ‘506,’178 and ’556 patents in 2008

2009. Several claims have emerged successfully from the re-examinations of the ‘506,’178patents.

The ‘S56 patent re-examination is under appeal at the Federal Circuit in Case # 16-1607. PTAB

judges McNamara and Siu held direct stock in Microsoft, so their orders are void. A1lStatesettled

with Dr. Arunachalam and her company WebXchange. Inc. in November 2009 and took a license

for the Asserted Patent and all the patents in the same prioritv chain. The three cases (Civil Action

Nos. O8-131-SLR/RGA (D.Del.), O8-132-SLR/RGA (D.Del.), O8-133-SLR/RGA (D.Del.) were

dismissed in 2009 and 2012. On 3/21/16, Dr. Arunachalam filed a complaint in the United States

Court of Federal Claims alleging infringement of the ‘506 patent by the United States and all of

its Agencies and Departments(COFC Case No. 16-358-LAS (COFC)). That case was later

amended on 7/12/16 to include civil RICO and other claims, in addition to the patent infringement

case againstthe United States. On 4/20/2016, Dr. Arunachalam, filed a complaint in the U.S.

District Court for the District of Delaware alleging infiringementof the ‘506 patent by IBM (Civil

Action No. 16-281-RGA (D.Del.)). That case was later amended on 5/13/16to include civil RICO

claims against IBM, SAP America, Inc., JPMorgan Chase and Company and Richard G. Andrews,

in addition to the patent infringement case against IBM; and a Motion for Leave to amend the

complaint was filed on 4/17/17, to include civil RICO claims against IBM, SAP America, Inc.,

J?Morgan Chase and Company and Richard G. Andrews, in addition to the patent infringement

case against IBM. In 2012 —2013, Dr. Arunachalam and her company sued Barclays Bank,

Sovereign Bank, UBS, TD Bank, M&T Bank, Wells Fargo Bank, Citi, Ally Bank, Mission
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National Bank, Presidio Bank, Fremont Bank, Fulton, Citizen’s Financial Group, Wilmington

Savings/WSFS Bank, IPMorgan Chase and Company and several other major Banks on a few of

the patents in the same patent portfolio as the Asserted Patent in Delaware District Court and in

Northem California District Court, as well as several rental car companies in the Central and

Southern Districts of California, as well as 32 online retailers such as Walmart, Footlocker, Macys

and others in Eastern District of Texas. The majority of them have settled and taken a license to

Dr. Arunachalam’s patents including‘the Asserted Patent. IPMorgan lied to the Court and withheld

material facts integral to the case, namely patent prosecution history estoppel of key tenns already

agreed to between the inventor and the original Examiner before the patent was granted and U.S

Supreme Court’s Chief Justice Marshall’s ‘First Impression ' Constitutional ResJudicata ruling in

Fletcher v. Peck, 10U.S. 87, (1810) prohibiting the rescinding of Government Patent Grants once

issued, even by the most absolute power. IPMorgan obstructed justice and influenced the District

Court to rule key terms indefinite when those terms had been clearly defined in the specification

as well as in the Patent Prosecution History and agreed to between the inventor and the original

Examiner before the patent was granted. The Federal Circuit dismissed the Appeal when Dr.

Arunachalam was in medical distress without an Opening Appeal Brief or a hearing and denied

her fundamental liberty interests and rights. SAP filed at least 15 ALA reviewsagainst Dr.

Arunachalam’s patents in the same patent portfolio as the Asserted Patent and also filed a DJ

Action in the Northern District of California. It is clear why SAP has gone on a crusade to kill Dr.

Arunachalam’s patents, because the entire fabric of SAP runs on Dr. Arunachalam’s Asserted

Patent. IBM, SAP and IPMorgan were founding Members of The IBM Eclipse Foundation. IBM

invested $40 million in this civil RICO Enterprise and JPMorgan was the first showcase customer

of IBM utilizing the IBM Eclipse code, which was stolen from Dr. Arunachalam by IBM and
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distributed to all the members of The IBM Eclipse Foundation. The IBM Eclipse code infringes

Dr. An1nachalam’s Asserted Patent, in addition to copyright infringement. The IBM Eclipse

Foundation boasts 191 Fortune 500 companies as its members. They all have engaged in civil

RICO in stealing Dr. Arunachalam’s intellectual property, theft of Dr. Arunachalam’s code,

copyright infringement and patent infiingement. Dr. Arunachalam filed a civil RICO case against

IBM, SAP, .TPMo1'ganand Judge Andrews in Delaware District Court.

-168. There is no past or present domestic or foreign litigation concerning the Asserted

Patent. Aside from the above-mentioned parallel district court matters of patents in the same patent

portfolio as the Asserted Patent with the same priority date of 11/13/1995, Dr. Arunachalam has

not previously litigated the Asserted Patent before any court or agency.

VIII. UNLAWFUL AND UNFAIR u ACTS OF RESPONDENTS - — PATENT
INFRINGEMENT ‘ i ‘ _

i
A169. On information and belief, IBM, SAP and each of the Proposed Respondents

imports and sells certain IoT devices, Web applications and components thereof and mobile

devices loaded with Web applications and componentsfthereof that infringe the Asserted'Patent,

and more specifically claims 1-40 of U.S. Patent No. 7,930,340. On further information and belief,

IBM, SAP, Apple and each of the Proposed Respondents’ infringing IoT devices, Web

applications and components thereof and Cloud service, are developed and manufactured in India,

Germany, China, Korea and other countries and imported into the USA.

170. Confidential Exhibit 4C hereto includes claim charts that apply claims 1-40 of the

‘340 patent to representative IBM, SAP and/or each of the Proposed Respondents’ accused

products. These claim charts are organized as follows: ' '

‘ Attachment ‘ Representative Web ‘ Charted Claims IApplication product
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Confidential Exhibit 4C IBM, SAP and/or each of ‘34Oclaims 1-40;
Proposed Respondents’ IoT ’

V A devices and Web r

application products

171. IBM, SAP and/or each of Proposed Respondents induces infringement of the

Asserted Patent because it has had knowledge of the Asserted Patent and the accused products’

infringement thereof since"at least the publication date of the Patent application on April 10, 2003.

Each of the Proposed Respondents’ knowledge of the Patent disclosures since the publication date

of the patent application on April 10, 2003, and each of the Proposed Respondents’ continuing to

sell, offer for sale, import and/or sell for importation the accused products with the intent that its

customers use the accused products in an infringing manner constitutes inducing infringement. As

set forth in Exhibit 4C, when each of the Proposed Respondents’ customers use the accused

products in their intended manner, the customers directly infringe the Asserted Patent. By

providing the accused products to its customers and instructions to use the accused products in an

infiinging manner while being on notice of the Asserted Patent, each of the Proposed Respondents

has demonstrated specific intent that its customers infringe the Asserted Patent.

172. Each of the Proposed Respondents contributorily infringes the Asserted Patent

because it has had knowledge of the Asserted Patent and the accused products’ infringement

thereof since at least the publication date of the Patent application on April 10, 2003, and each of

the Proposed Respondents’ continuing to sell, offer for sale, import and/or sell for importation the

accused products that embody a material part of the claimed invention of the Asserted Patent, that

are known by each of the Proposed Respondents to be specially made or adapted for use in an

infringing manner, and are not staple articles with substantial non-infringing uses constitutes

contributory infringement. As set forth in Eidiibit 4C, when each of the Proposed Respondents’
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customers use the accused products in the intended manner, the customers directly infringe the

Asserted Patent. Each of the Proposed Defendants’ accused products are specially designed to

infringe the Asserted Patent and have no substantial non-infringing uses. _

IX. UNLAWFUL AND UNFAIR ACTS OF RESPONDENTS —USPTO/PTAB, A RICO
ENTERPRISE

173. The USPTO engaged in RICO violations in becoming a criminal RICO Enterprise,

along with the PTAB Administrative Judges with direct stock in Microsoft, which challenged Dr.

Arunachalam’s patents to be re-examined by the USPTO pre-ALA, and refused to recuse and

presided over the case, denying Dr. Arunachalam due process. USPTO is aclosed RICQ Enterprise

system with its patent lawyers and administrative judges re-examining a Granted Patent, in

violation of U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice Marshall’s prohibitive mandate in Fletcher, and

venueing the Granted Patent after re-examination to the Federal Circuit as if it were a Patent

Application prior to issuance of a Patent Grant, which it is not, for invalidation of the Granted

Patent. ,

174. AIA reviews of Granted Patents are unconstitutional because they violate U.S.

Supreme Court_ChiefJustice Marshall’s ruling in Fletcher prohibiting the quashing of a Granted

Patent Contract Grant. ’

X. UNLAWFUL AND UNFAIR ACTS OF RESPONDENTS — USPTO/PTAB IN
‘ BREACH OF CONTRACT WITH INVENTOR/COMPLAINANT'

175. The USPTO is in breach of contract with the inventor/Complainant Dr.

Arunachalamgby violating U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice Marshall’s ‘First Impression’

Constitutional Res Judicata ruling in Fletcher v. Peck, 10U.S. 87 (1810) prohibiting the quashing

of Govemment Patent Contract Grants once issued, by the most absolute power, in re-examining
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many of Dr. Arunachalam’s Granted Patents and denying Dr. Arunachalam due process in not

providing her a neutral judge with no financial holdings in the opposite party, namely Microsoft.

176. Breach of Public Trust and Fraud on the Court: The USPTO/PTABengaged

in complete lawlessness in PTAB Judge McNamara denying Dr. Arunachalam due process and

electronic filing privilege simply because she asked him to recuse because he had direct stock in

Microsoft, the Third Party Requester in Dr. Arunachalam’s patent re-exams. The USPTO and

PTAB failed to enforce Patent Prosecution History Estoppel upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court

and U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice Marshall’s ‘First Impression’ Constitutional Res Judicata

ruling in Fletcher v. Peck, 10 U.S. 87 (1810) prohibiting the quashing of Government Patent

Contract Grants once issued, by the most absolute power; induced the public to come in and give

the Patent Office the inventions of inventors like Dr. Arunachalam and to file p_atentapplications;

awarded a Patent Contract Grant; then re-examined on behalf of infringers a Granted Patent in

violation of U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice Marshall’s ‘First Impression’ Constitutional Res

Judicata ruling in Fletcher v. Peck, 10 U.S. 87 (1810) prohibiting the quashing of Govemment

Patent Contract Grants once issued, by the most absolute power; and invalidated the Granted

Patent; and let the infringers steal the inventions and the Granted Patents of inventors without

compensation; all of which constitute intentional deception, deceiving the public, breach of public

trust and fraud on the cotut. This is the RICO operative plan. The USPTO and PTAB and the

District and Appellate Courts have made it expensive, hazardous, and burdensome for inventors

to get the infringers to pay up the royalties for use of the inventions, defeating the purpose of

granting a patent and the mission of the USPTO as envisioned by our founding fathers of the

nation.
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177. For over 200 years, the Patent Law Profession has produced boxcars of litigations,

lawyers, federal judges, and legislative officials that have changed the patent law environment to

the point of rendering the administration of it becoming a ‘Closed System’ requiring specialization.

Since the 2012 passing of the America Invents Act [Authorizing the ‘Re-examination of Existing

Patent Grants [Protected by ‘Patent Prosecution History Estoppel’] [Already being practiced pre

AIA by the PTO Appeals Board in conjunction with the Federal Circuit.], the administration has

reduced the inducing ‘Public Contract and Duty’ to protect issued grants; into, a legal fraud being

perpetrated on the public inventor (to obtain one’s invention); under, false pretense that an awarded

Patent Grant is protected. While the archives at the IP Watchdog Website and Wikipedia cite

patent law case precedent as far backas 1810,it appears the entire Patent Administration and Federal

Circuit have been ignorant of the very first Contract Law case heard by the Supreme Court;

establishing, the resjudicata law of the landprohibiting the quashing of government grants, once

issued by the government even by the highest authority. Where Chief Justice Marshall’s mandated

prohibition has not been overturned to date; how, then can the USPTO, the Federal Circuit, or

Legislature pass or make laws to the contrary — withoutvbeing in breachgof individual and

collective solemn oaths to uphold the law of the land?

178. In 1995 [Prior to enactment of the America Invents Act (AIA).], the USPTO

breached its social contract with VICTIM/Complainant/Inventor. The PTO, a) flwgl, IBM to

infringe VICTIM/Complainant’s protected patent [In corrupt association with other Proposed

Respondents in restraint of trade.] to avoid paying royalties to VICTIM/Complainant. The PTO,

b) allowed, The IBM [Eclipse Foundation (The RICO Enterprise) to (0vertly)) convert the

infringed patent (immediately) into a (colorful) trademark and copyright for international

distribution as ‘Freeware’ [To capture the ‘Global Market’.]; and c) in furtherance, collusively
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moved to have the (infringecfl patent ‘Reexamined Administratively’ [In cohort with the PTO

Appeals Board] by representation on behalf of an initial infringing Respondent (in breach of trust,

solemn oath, and in conflict of interest.).

‘THE SOCIAL CONTRACT’

I79. In 1995, VICTIM/Complainant was induced into ‘Accepting’the ‘Standing Social

Contract’proflered by the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO); contingent, upon

USPTO ‘Certificotion of the Invention ’s Construction and Terms '. In consideration, of

VICTIM/Complainant forfeiting ownership of the invention to the USPTO for ‘Public Use and

Benefit’, the contract guaranteed that; VICTIM/Comglainant, a.) would have "Unfettered Use

and Control’ of the Invention for a ‘Time Certain’; with, b) patented ‘Prosecution Histog

Estoggel Protection Right’ against any challenges to the (certified) construction and terms of the

invention; and, c) the granted right to bring an action for ‘Infringements during the Time Certain;

whereupon, after the time-elapse, the USPTO would own the invention. In (good-faith) reliance

with the terms of the social contract, VICTIM/Complainant transferred ownership of her Invention

(2)to the USPTO in trust for the ‘Public ’s Benefit and Use’ to a).encourage' Inventors to patent

contract with the USPTO, advance commerce, and improve the American economy.

1 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF V'ICTILM’SINVENTION: Called a ‘VAN SWITCH’/Object Router/Service
Network/Object Network/Internet of Things (IoT) [One of many other protected patents in VICTIM’s/Complainant’s
portfolio with a priority date of 1995.], theinvention is a Web application platform that enables two~wayreal-time
Web transactions from Web applications displayed on a Web browser. In 1995, what existed was mere one-way
browsing, not two-way real-time Web transactions from Web applications, nor wireless Internet IoT transactions, nor
Web application/loT technologies. It is little wonder why Microsoft wanted to-purchase VICTlM’s/Complainant’s
invention; @411,failing sued VICTIM/Complainant twice (and lost) in effort to secure the invention [That tailing,
simply infringed the patent (in corrupt association with other Respondents; fig, the USPTO itself in cohort-[ive]
conflict and vested interest of federal judges and Patent Administrative judges refusing to recuse). ~

These market-disruptive innovations should have allowed Dr. Arunachalam to grow into one of the largest technology
companies in the United States, but for Proposed Respondents engaging in RICO tactics, anti-trust violations, unfair
methods of competition and unfair acts in the unlawful importation into the United States, sale for importation into
the United States, and/or sale within the United States after importation of certain loT devices and components thereof
(IoT, The Intemet of Things — Web Applications displayed on a Web browser) — that infringe one or more claims
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180. CAFC and District Courts’ Denial of Due Process to Inventor: In the USPTO,

CAFC and District Courts denying Dr. Arunachalam due process and denying her fundamental

rights to emergency medical care and dismissing her appeal without an Opening Appeal Brief or

a Hearing when Dr. Arunachalam was in medical distress was utter lawlessness on the part of

lawyers and judges, opposing counsel and courts. _ '

l8l. Judges forfeited their immunities, lack jurisdiction in committing treason against

the Constitution. therebv voiding their Orders. as per U.S. Supreme Court precedential ruling in

Cooper v. Aaron (1958) and Fletcher v. Peck (1810).

XI. UNLAWFUL AND UNFAIR ACTS OF RESPONDENTS —THE IBM ECLIPSE
FOUNDATION’S THEFT OF DR. ARUNACHALAM’S INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY, MISAPPROPRIATION OF DR. ARUNACHALAM’S TRADE
SECRETS “BYIBM, MICROSFT AND SAP, COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT
AND PATENT INFRINGEMENT BY THE IBM ECLIPSE FOUNDATION OF
DR. ARUNACHALAM’S ASSERTED PATENT

182. The IBM Eclipse Foundation, a civil RICO Enterprise: SAP colluded with IBM to

hijack and illegally distribute Dr. Arunachalam’s invention to multiple IBM Eclipse Foundation

members. VICTIM/Complainant discovered that Microsoft and IBM [In corrupt association with

SAP, the USPTO, and The IBM Eclipse Foundation members] had infringed Complainant’s

patents. . '

183. Exhibit D2 is a true copy of the CPL Agreement of Eclipse code, which shows

IBM-SAP collusion from the Eclipse website. The documents in the Exhibit are true and accurate

copies of files downloaded from www.eclipse.org on April 18,2016: 2002-08-29 Common Public

License (CPL) Version 0.5 http://www.eclipse.org/legal/cpl-v05.html ; 2004-09-02 Tentative IP

Log for eclipseplatfonn, eclipse.jdt and eclipse.pde

of U.S. Patent No. 7,930,340. Each Web application is a grain of sand in theocean of IoT devices and infinite Web
applications, all of which are Dr. Arunachalam’s inventions. '
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http://www.eclipse.org/projects/ip_log.php?pr0jectid=eclipse.platform,eclipse.jdt,eelipse.pde;

and 2004-09-02 Eclipse CPL to EPL Transition Plan http://wvvw.eclipse.org/legal/cpl2epl/

, 184. Exhibit G: excerpts pp. 175-181, 189-191 of the prosecution history of the related

U.S. Patent. No. 6,212,556, the (‘$56) patent in the same priority chain as the Asserted Patent.

' 185. Exhibit H: excerpts pp 1-5 of the parent provisional patent application with S/N

60/006,634 filed November 13, 1995.

_ 186. Exhibit I: excerpts pp 82-93 from the prosecution history of the parent U.S.

Patent No. 5,778,178, the (‘178) patent in the same priority chain as the Asserted Patent.

187. Exhibit J: is a true and correct copy of the web page for eclipse.org where

Eclipse"code is available for download including Comp1ainant’s inventions; list of members

showing SAP, JPMOrgan, IBM as members; board of directors showing SAP as a Board

member; board meeting minutes of Dec 8, 2004 showing SAP’s lead role; Eclipse awarded

JPMorgan f‘BestDeployment of Eclipse Technology in an enterprise” at EclipseCon March 6,

2007; article entitled “JPMorgan raises the Bar for Banking Applications;” Amendment N0. 8 to

Form S-1 Registration statement for Facebook, Inc. showing JPMorgan, B0fA, Barclays,

Citigroup, Wells -Fargo;and list of tutorials, sample code on Eclipse SOAP, REST, OData'

sen/ices from SAP. .

188. ' Moreover, further acts and events occurred between April 1995 and 2017 "byIBM,

which also qualify as RICO predicate acts that constitute further probable causes for all the relief

requested infi-a.

189. IBM and IBM’s customer JPMorgan and SAP, Wells Fargo, CitiBank have been

engaged in obstruction of justice; tampering with a witness, Marvin Sirbu by SAP, and Ms.

Spielman by JPMOrgan; interference with commerce, robbery and extortion; racketeering
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(the Hobbs Act);

190. IBM had a scheme to defraud and Proposed Respondent IBM’s knowing

participation in that scheme, as evidenced by The IBM Eclipse Foundation;

191. IBM had a specific intent to defraud; See Exhibit D2. 

192. SAP, ]PMorgan, Wells Fargo, CitiBank, FiServ, all of whom are members of the

IBM Eclipse Foundation made false representation of material facts and made material omissions

of facts; that they knew were false, that they made the material representation or omission with

the intent to induce the Complainant /judges to rely, action by the Complainant/judges in reliance

on the misrepresentation or omission, injury to the Complainant as a result of such reliance;

193. IBM and SAP and their customers, JPMorgan, CitiBank, Wells Fargo are engaged

in monetary transactions in property derived from specified unlawful activity and interstate

transportation of stolen property, by illegally distributing Eclipse code which includes Dr.

Arunacha1am’s inventions, through the IBM Eclipse Foundation.

194. IBM, SAP, JPMOrgan have been engaged in a pattem of racketeering activity of at

least two acts of racketeering activity and the last of which occurred within ten years afler the

commission of a prior act of racketeering activity and with the threat of continuing activity. The

factor of continuity plus relationshipcombines to form a pattern. This is evident from the IBM

Eclipse Foundation. This conduct forms a pattern as IBM and other members of the IBM Eclipse

Foundation embrace unlawful acts that have the same or similar purposes, results, participants,

victims, or methods of commission, or are otherwise interrelated by distinguishing characteristics

and are not isolated events. IBM, SAP and JPMorgan have been engaged in such unlawful activity

during a closed period of repeated conduct and also engaged in past conduct that by its nature

projects into the futme with a threat of repetition.
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195. The enterprise is the IBM Eclipse Foundation. The persons who committed the

predicate offenses are IBM, SAP, JPMorgan, the judges, individual lawyers, expert witnesses, and

they are distinct fiom the “enterprise,” the IBM Eclipse Foundation. i

196. ‘1961(4) “enterprise” includes any individual, partnership, corporation,

association, or other legal entity, and any union or group of individuals associated in fact although

not a legal entity. The enterprise is the IBM Eclipse Foundation. 

I 197. IBM does not disclose where the underlying code comes from, namely, Dr.

Arunachalam. .

l98. The injury to Dr. Arunachalam and her property occurred by reason of the RICO

violation by IBM.

i l99. Facts of IBM’s Racketeering:

200. IBM signed NDAs with Dr. Arunachalam and her companies as early as Apn'l 1995,

in 2001, 2003 and also later. "

201. IBM negotiated With Dr. Arunachalam to joint venture with her on numerous

occasions between 1994 and 2011. ‘ _ -

’ 202. IBM provided office space-to Dr. Arunachalam at IBM, Sunnyvale in 1994 and also

at IBM, San Mateo, CA in 2003. . A

203. [BM offered to joint venture with Dr. Arunachalam to promote her Web application

products with which she was engaged in a pilot trial with France Telecorn in 2001.

204. IBM offered to buy Dr. A1'unachalam’spatent portfolio in 2006 for millions of '

dollars. .- '

205. IBM copied Dr. Arunachalam’s inventions, which are now part of the IBM Eclipse
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Foundation source code available for download at WWW.Eclipse.org (eg, see Eclipse code version

2.0.1 that include Dr. Arunachalam’s inventions.)

206. The Executive Branch of the U.S. Government played a very important founding

role in the IBM Eclipse Foundation. "

207. SAP played a very important founding role in the IBM Eclipse Foundation.

208. I All of the activity of the IBM Eclipse Foundation has gone on in stealth to such an

extent that not many know of the Eclipse code.

209. Proposed Respondents obstructed justice involving multiple parties thus denying

Dr. Arunachalam a due process hearing, without giving a chance to be heard nor being given a

fair chance and due process by the Courts, using “counterfeit logic” to manufacture false

allegations about Dr. Arunachalam and her patents that masks violation of U.S. laws and

misrepresentation by individual lawyers, expert witnesses, judges, PTAB, enterprises and their

employees, that has caused great personal and financial injury to Dr. Arunachalam.

210. SAP colluded with l]3M to hijack and illegally distribute Dr. A1unachalam’s

invention to multiple IBM Eclipse Foundation members. p ‘

I 211. IBM provided their intemal patent counsel as the USPTO’s Commissioner, Dave

Kappos (who was one of the IBM Agreement Stewards since 2001 of Eclipse Common Public

License Version 0.5, Sec. 7, paragraph 4, that was initially used by SAP and others; “The

Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions, including revisions of this

Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify

this Agreement.” IBM is the initial Agreement Steward”) commissioned to kill valuable patents

by Dr. Arunachalam who invented IoT devices and Web applications on a Web browser. .
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212. " IBM and the U.S. Government ensured that Dr. Arunachalam’s Web application

patents get killed in the Delaware District Court by JPMorgan Chase and Company.

213. The IBM Eclipse Foundation installed the Eclipse code.at JPMorgan for Web

banking applications as a showcase system and awarded JPMorgan as best of breed using Eclipse

code that includes Dr. Arunachalam’s patented inventions and technology. See Exhibit J.

214. IBM and SAP held Board membership in the [BM Eclipse Foundation Board and

also held strategic roles managing the IP in the IBM Eclipse Foundation. Exhibit J

; 215. Six months earlier in 2001 about the same time that the IBM Eclipse Foundation

was fonned, Judge Sue Robinson of the Delaware District Court and CAFC’s Jan Horbaly, Clerk

of Court and Court Executive, and close associate of the IBM Eclipse Agreement Stewards

participated in decisions in the Judicial Conference and re-defined the term “financial interest”

away from industry standard set by the IRS and SEC and "publicaccounting standards, to benefit

judges to hide stock behind a thin veil of mutual funds and not recuse.

216. Facebo_ok’sunderwriters were JPMorgan Chase and Company, Wells Fargo, Citi

Bank, and other Proposed Respondents. Exhibit J. -- . 

217. IBM, SAP’s key customer is JPMorgan Chase and Company and they ensured that

the judges in the Delaware District Court and CAFC and the U.S.. Supreme Court did not allow

Dr. Amnachalam to be heard, even though JPMorgan Chase and Company did not provide clear

and convincing evidence of invalidity of the U.S. Patent N0.5,987,500; 8,037,158; and 8,108,492

(“the ‘S00, ‘I58 and ‘492 patents”), contrary to the 35 U.S.C. Section 282 of the Patent Act and in

violation of I_J.S.Supreme Court‘ Chief Justice Marshall’s ruling in Fletcher prohibiting the

quashing of Patent Contract Grants. "A I

218. Dr. Arunachalam’s need to attend to her health in medical distress is an “inalienable
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right,” a flmdamental and compelling interest, guaranteed by the Bill of Rights. CAPC abridged

this right, causing medical injury to Dr. Artmachalam. CAFC dismissed the case without a hearing

or an opening appeal brief, when pro se Dr. Arunachalam, a senior citizen with disabilities from

illness, genuinely trying to meet court rules and deadlines, was in medical distress, to which the

CAPC was notified. CAFC’s dismissal did not advance a legitimate government interest.

219. Where fundamental rights are infringed, strict scrutiny is the test and the challenged

law is generally struck down. Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618 (1969); Shaw v. Hunt, 517‘U.S.

899, 908 (1996); Vacco v. Quill, 521 U.S. 793, 799 (1997). CAFC’s erratic and disparate treatment

of Dr. Arunachalam are the hallmarks of invidious discrimination. Romer v. Evans, 517 U.S. 620,

631 (1996). CAPC infringed Dr. An1nachalam’s liberty based substantive due process. In such

cases, the U.S. Supreme Court recognizes a non-textual “liberty” which then limits or voids laws

limiting that liberty. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973) (right to choose to have or not have an

abortion). , ,

_ 220. Delaware District Court Judges Robinson and Andrews had conflicts of interest in

JPMorgan, when Judge Robinson issued the Markman ruling and judgment in favor of JPMorgan

in May 2014. Dr. Arunachalam is guaranteed the protections of 28 U.S.C. §§ 455, 144 and Canons

2 and 3 and FRCP 60(d) and 60(b) which also give the Court thepower to grant relief to a party

from a judgment, yet she was denied these protections. '

221. CAFC’s medical interference breached multiple laws, depriving Dr. Arunachalam

of the protections of the Bill of Rights, fourteenth Amendment, 35 U.S.C. §282 of the Patent Act,

Civil Rights Act, American Disabilities Act, FRCP Rule 60(b), 60(d).

222. Chief Justice Roberts set a precedent in recusing himself in Microsoft Corp. v. i4i

Limited Partnership, 563 U.S. (2011), due to conflicts of interest, Microsoft holdings and his
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relationships to Microsoft counsel Theodore Olson and Thomas Hungar, Gibson Dunn & Crutcher

LLP ,

223. Microsofi is a Third Party Requester in Re-Examinations of Dr. Arunachalam’s

patents, in particular, the ‘506 patent. Justice Roberts also has JPMorgan holdings. He did not rely

on safe harbor to sit on the Microsoft case, even though many of his mutual fund holdings contain

Microsott stock, just like Judge Andrews has admitted that many of his mutual funds hold

JPMorgan stock. Judge Andrews admitted he bought direct JPMorgan stock during the pendency

of the JPMorgan case 1:12-cv-282. Judge Andrews had financial conflicts of interest and should

have recused from presiding over Dr. Arunachalam’s cases against Wells Fargo, Citi, Fulton Bank,

Citizens, IBM, SAP, JPMorgan, Pazuniak.

224. Judges have conflicts of interest in multiple litigants in Dr. Arunacha1am’spatent

cases. Dr. Arunachalam is the inventor of IoT devices and Web applications displayed on a Web

browser, like Web banking, social networking, in ubiquitous use.

225. Dr. Arunachalam’s patented inventions created the millennial generation and

transfonned the way we live, work and play. _ _ -J A

226. A. Delaware District Court Judge‘Robinson set a precedent and recused in May

2015, immediately upon Dr. Arunachalam’s motion to recuse in Case 1:12-cv282. J

227. Judge Robinson tainted the JPMorgan case with her conflicts of interest in re

defining “financial interests” contrary to industry accounting standards to suit judges. All rulings

in Case No. 1:12-cv-282 are void and must be voided. '

228. Judge Robinson and CAFC’s Jan Horbaly participated in Judicial Conference

policy decisions that re-defined “financial interests” to excuse judges from disclosing holdings in
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litigants behind a profoundly abused “safe harbor concept” writing and mutual fund veil, contrary

to IRS, SEC and public accounting standards. ‘

_229. The ordinary dictionary definition of “financial interest,” and of the IRS, SEC and

Business Judgment Rule trump any conflicting or ambiguous definition. Ambiguous definitions

in law must be resolved by the superior, controlling definition. A , 

230. Judge Robinson’s definition of “financial interests” is being used to deny Dr.

Arunachalam’s motions to recuse across the board related to judge holdings in litigants JPMorgan,

Wells Fargo, Citigroup, Bank of America, Microsoft, SAP. ‘

231. Judges beneficially enjoyhprofitsand losses from these holdings and must pay taxes

on those holdings to the IRS. Therefore, they have a very real JPMorgan financial interest,

rendering them biased. These Judges have a financial interest, direct stock or mutual funds, in Dr.

Arunachalam litigants, presided over Dr. Arunachala1n’s cases, relying "uponJudge Robinson’s

definition of “financial interests,” refusing to recuse. ” , .

232. Petitioner moved that Judge»Robinson is the source of all refusals to recuse and

must recuse. Judge Robinson recused in May 2015, thereby voiding her orders of May 2014.

233. Judge Andrews improperly dismissed Dr. Arunachalam’s patent cases despite

facts, material evidence and the law (U.S. Supreme Court Rulings) being contrary to his ruling:

Fulton Bank (1:14-cv-490-RGA), Dell (1:08-cv-00132-RGA), Fedex (1:08-cv-00133-RGA)

cases, despite conflicts of interest, triggering Judge Laporte’s improper dismissal of Dr.

Arunacha1am’sFremont Bank (1:15-cv-00023-EDL) case in the Northern District of California.

234. CAFC failed to provide impartial judges, dismissed the Appeal without an opening

brief or a hearing, when pro se Dr. Arunachalam was in medical distress CAFC’s medical
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interference violated Dr. ArLmachalam’s liberty rights. Memorial Hospital v. Maricopa County,

415 U.S. 250, 254-55 (U. S. 1974).

235. JPMorgan did not provide “clear and convincing evidence” of patent invalidity

required by 35 U.S.C. § 282 of the Patent Act, in the Delaware District Court Case CAFC’s

dismissal prevented arguments on the merits and handed Dr. Amnachalam’s valuable property to

JPMorgan without justification. JPMorgan willfully misled the court, with false arguments, out of

context, defrauding the fact-finding process.

236. Mutual fund “safe harbor concept” developed by judge Robinson is not a law, rule,

advisory or even a guideline. Plain language of the Code of Conduct for Judges prevails over

subsequent judicial interpretations.

237. C U.S. law prohibits inferior guidelines, rulings and opinions, especially ambiguous

ones like the “safe harbor concept,” from superseding well settled law and precedent.“[J]udicial

interpretations of a statute by reenactment cannot overcome the plain meaning of a statute. ‘. . .does

not constitute an adoption of a previous administrative construction?” Demarest v. Manspeaker,

498 U.S. 184, 603 (1991). I » . '

238. The U.S. Supreme court cl-earlystated that an advisory opinion, like the safe harbor

concept, is “entitled only to some deference." Christensen v. Harris County, 529 US 576 (2000)

at 587. The safe harbor concept was not “arrived at after... formal adjudication or notice-and

comment rulemaking. .. Interpretations such as those in opinion letters... agency manuals... lack

the force of law——do not warrant Chevron-style deference.” Chevron U. S. A. Inc. v. Natural

Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U. S. 837 (1984). The Guide to Judicial Policy, Vol. 2B,

Ch. 2 does not contain the forceof law, as does the Code of Conduct for U.S. Judges, Canon 2. .
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239. PTAB Judges McNamara and Stephen Siu have conflicts of interest in
Microsoft, JPMorgan, SAP and other Litigants in Dr. Arunachalam’s Patent

_ Reexaminations, voiding their rulings

240. Judge McNamara refused to recuse despite his direct stock holding in Microsofi

and other conflicts of interest, denying electronic filing. Judge Siu’s Microsofi conflicts preclude

him from ruling on Mierosofl’s Re-exam against Dr. Arunachalam, voiding his ruling.

» 241. For example, Complainant herein alleges that obstruction of justice did in fact

occur whenever Complainant Was deprived of specific relief from the federal district courts in

Wilmington, Delaware; in San Jose, California; in the Third Circuit; and the Federal Circuit and

by the Clerks of the at the District and Appellate Courts; by the USPTO and PTAB.

XII. SPECIFIC INSTANCES OF UNFAIR IMPORTATION AND SALE

242. Apple, IBM, SAP, Microsoft, Samsung and other Proposed Respondents sell

for importation into the United States, import into the United States, and/or sell after importation

into the United States the Accused Devices. Examples of Accused Devices were purchased from

a retailer located in the United States. Specifically, ITC Case No. 337-1065 reports the purchase

of an Apple iPhone 7 on June 15, 2017 from Apple Georgetown, 1229 Wisconsin 'Ave.,

Washington, D.C. 20007. ITC Case No. 337-1065 reports the iPhone 7 is labeled as “Assembled

in China.” See Ex. Pl in ITC Case No. 337-1065 and Ex. 30 of Import Declaration in ITC Case

No. 337-1065. .

For example, see the screenshot of iOS ll Home screen on iPhone 8. App Store has 2 million

Web applications, pre-packaged in Shenzhen, China by Foxconn and other Apple suppliers. Many

of Apple Suppliers are fiom China, such as Foxconn in Shenzhen, China, Where the iPhone 8 is

assembled and pre-packaged with App Store with 2 million Web applications in iOS ll before it

is imported into the United States. See Apple Supplier List for 2017 at
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https://images.apple.com/supplier-responsibility/pdf/Apple-Supplier-List.pdf

i0S 11 Home screen on iPh0ne 8

\.».

‘E5

__ _ J

243. On information and belief, substantially all of the Accused Devices in the United

States are manufactured by Apples’.and other Proposed Respondents’ outsourcing partners, which

are located primarily in Asia, Germany, India, Korea and sold for importation. See Apple 2.016

10K.

244. On information and belief, each of the Proposed Respondents develops,

manufactures, and assembles certain types of IoT devices, Web applications and components

thereof and mobile devices loaded with Web applications, IoT and components thereof, in India,

Germany, Korea, China and other countries, imported into and sold to the United States. On

further information, each of the Proposed Respondents operates a place of business at least at one

location in the United States, and imports infringing IoT devices, Web applications and

components thereof and mobile devices loaded with Web applications and components thereof,

through each of the'Proposed Respondents’ facilities in the United States.
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245. Complainant has obtained representative samples of the accused products within

the United States, for example, iPhones, Samsung Galaxy and other platforms loaded with Web

applications and IoT, manufactured in Korea, China, India, Germany and other countries and

imported into the USA. These representative samples are in ubiquitous use. Receipts and delivery

records showing the purchase of certain accused products from within the U.S. may be attached

to this Complaint, if so required. The product packaging of the purchased products expressly states

that the products are made and/or assembled in China, Korea, India, Germany or other countries

outside the United States. As shown by Confidential Exhibit 4C, these purchased products —which

are imported into the U.S. —infringe the Asserted Patent.

246. On information and belief, the accused Proposed Respondents’ IoT devices, Web

applications and components thereof and mobile devices loaded with Web applications and

components thereof, are also sold to Original Equipment Suppliers (“OES”), as well as aftermarket

customers and under private label brands. ‘ A

' 247. Many examples abound of Proposed Respondents’ Tradeshow activities where they

have promoted to sell and continue to promote to sell infringing products imported into the United

States. SAP Tradeshows, Samsung, Apple trade shows, IBM trade shows, to name a few. »

XIII. HARMONIZED TARIFF SCHEDULE NUMBERS " .

On information and belief, the Accused Devices and products fall within at least the following

classifications of the Harmonized Tariff Schedules of the United States: 8517.12.00 (mobile

phones); 8471.30.01, 8471.41.01, or 8471.49.00 (handheld computers). 8517, 8517.18.00 (video

phones), 8517.62.00 (switching, routing apparatus), 8423.8l.0020, 90l7.20.8040, 8523 (smart

cards), 8523.52.00 and more. A “system” or “computer system”, such as certain client access

devices and a system to control a transaction involving multiple service providers, may be an
. / .
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apparatus including hardware and/or software for processing data. The system may include, but is

not limited to, a computer (e.g., portable, laptop, desktop, server, mainframe, etc.), hard copy

equipment (e.g., optical disk burner, printer, plotter, fax machine, etc.), and the like. The network

entry point may be provided by the web, a web page, a hyperlink, an application, a call center, a

cell site, a TV Head-End Station, or others. For example, for a web-based access device, the

network entry point may be provided by a web page (e.g., a web page hyperlink), an application

running on‘the client access device (e.g., a Java Applet running in a web browser), while for a

cellular access device, the network entry point may be provided by a phone number to a call center.

The software for the hubs and nodes may be provided as shrink-wrapped software packages. The

context owners and service providers may then obtain these software packages, input business and

management objects into the DOLSIB, and create or join service networks. The HTS numbers

above are for illustration only and are not intended to be restrictive of the products accused. These

classifications are exemplary in nature and not intended to restrict the "scopeof any exclusion order

or other remedy ordered by the Commission.

XIV. THE DOMESTIC IND_USTRY

248. Complainant created the domestic industry, as her inventions are in ubiquitous use

worldwide and in the domestic industry. A domestic industry exists as defmed in 19 U.S.C.

Sections l337(a)(2)-(3) relating to Complainant’s significant investment in plant and equipment,

significant employment of labor and capital, substantial investments in engineering and research

and development related to products protected by the Asserted Patent and intellectual property,

and substantial exploitation of the Asserted Patent, including a variety of research and

development, engineering, R&D and quality management with respect to Complainant’s domestic

industry IoT apparatuses/devices/machines, Web applications and components. Complainant’s
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activities also include technicalsupport, field training, and service for Complainants’ domestic

industry IoT apparatuses/devices/machines, Web applications and components. Complainant’s

activities in the U.S. with respect to these products and patent prosecution and patent assertion

activities constitute a domestic industry for purposes of Section 337.

249_ As described below and in the accompanying declaration at Confidential Exhibit

lC, Dr. Arunachalam researches, designs, and develops IoT apparatuses/devices/machines,_Web

applications and components in the United States (the “Domestic Industry Products”) that are

protected by one ormore claims of the Asserted Patent and has made substantial investments of

cash, human capital, brain power, man-years and time in inventing and filing patent applications

and asserting her patents in the same patent portfolio as the Asserted Patent. She has paid patent

lawyers and patent litigators millions of dollars for patent prosecution and patent assertion.

A. Technical Prong A

250. At a minimum, Complainant Web applications are protected by theAsserted Patent.

A physical sample of a domestic industry Web application can be provided, if so required. A claim

chart attached as Confidential Exhibit 4C demonstrates that one or more claims of the Asserted

Patent are embodied in and cover Complainant’s Web applications that are sold by Licensees who

have taken a license to the Asserted Patent and distributed in the U.S. This claim chart is organized

as follows: ' _

Application product V
Exhibit 4C E-Commerce or Web 340 claims 1-40;

banking and other Web _ _
Application products and
mobile platforms with IoT
and Web applications
loaded on them.

B. Economic Prong 

Attachment I Complainant Web ‘ Charted Claims ~
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. 251. There is a domestic industry as defined tmder l9 U.S.C. § 1337(a)_(3)(A),(B),

and/or (C), comprising continuing significant investments made in the United States by Dr.

Arunachalam in plant and equipment and employment of labor and capital, and continuing

substantial investment in exploitation of the Asserted Patent. Specific, non-limiting examples

of such investments are set forth below and in the Confidential Exhibit 1C.

252. Dr. Arunachalam is a thought leader and visionary, an icon of America Invents.

Complainant continues to expand and enhance her products, services, and related intellectual

property portfolios. These efforts have resulted in a leading intellectual property portfolio related

to the Intemet of Things and IoT apparatuses/devices/machines and Web applications displayed

on a Web browser with her patent portfolio having a priority date of 1995. Complainant’s R&D

expenditures each year far exceeded tens of millions of dollars. p

253. Complainant engages in a broad range of qualifying domestic industry activities in

the United States directed to articles protected by the Asserted Patent. These activities include

research and development, engineering and quality management in comiection with products that

practice the Asserted Patent in the U.S. In addition, Complainant conducts a variety of other

activities in the U.S. relating to products protected by the Asserted Patent, including education,

training, technical support, service and sales. .

254, Complainant’s investment in plant and equipment, employment ‘of labor and

capital, and further exploitation of the Asserted Patent far exceeds $100M. Complainant has made,

and continues to make, significant investments in facilities and equipment in the U.S. dedicated to

the research and development, engineering, quality management, and a variety of other activities

in connection with products, patent prosecution and patent assertion of the Asserted Patent. For

example, Complainant currently operates a facility in Menlo Park, CA, where it conducts
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numerous activities relating to products protected by the Asserted Patent, including significant

research, development, ‘engineering,quality management, patent prosecution and patent assertion.

Complainant also operates facilities in other parts of California (in Aptos, Joshua Tree, Los

Arigeles, Santa Barbara), in Las Vegas, and New Jersey; and Complainant conducts activities

related to products, patent prosecution and patent assertion of the Asserted Patent at each of these

facilities. In the past, Complainant operated facilities in Mountain View, Scotts Valley, Sunnyvale,

Redwood City, Rhode Island, and New Jersey. _

255. Complainant has employed, and continues to employ, a significant number of

employees at its U.S. facilities that have devoted substantial personnel-hours toward research and

development, engineering, quality management, customer and product support, testing, education,

training, and sales, patent prosecution and patent assertion with respect to the Asserted Patent. The

labor investment alone far exceeds $100M in cash, human capital, brain"power, and man-hours.

_256. Complainant conducts extensive research and development, engineering, and

quality management in the U.S. with respect to its protected IoT apparatuses/devices/machines,

Web applications and components and patent portfolio with respect to thesame. Cisco was Dr.

Arunachalam’s first Beta site. Dr. Arunachalam’s products are certified by First Data Corporation

as being compliant with their system for web credit card real-time two-way transactions from Web

applications displayed on a Web browser. France Telecom did a pilot trial with Dr. Arunachalam’s

products. IBM came forward to joint venture with Dr. Arunachalam to take her first phase

customers to the next phase. IBM attempted to buy Dr. Artu1acha1am’spatents in 2006. SAP

America, Inc. offered to buy Dr. Arunachalam’s patents for $100M in 2003.

257. Dr. Arunachalam further engages in exploitation of the Asserted Patent through her

substantial domestic investments in patent prosecution at the USPTO,_patent re-examination. both
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pre-AIA and AlA reviews at the PTAB,_patent assertion._patent litigation. District Court litigation

in the District of Delaware- in the Northern. Central and Southem Districts of California, in

Eastern District of Texas. in Appellate courts at the Federal Circuit and Third Circuit. and multiple

cases at the U.S. Supreme Court. In the last three plus years, Dr. Arunachalam has been doing all

the legal work by herself, working simultaneously in at least 25 cases gro se at the USPTO, at the

PTAB, at multiple District courts, Federal Circuit and the U.S. Supreme Court, all by herself, a

feat in itself, invested her intense brainpower and human capital of innmnerable man hours, with

veg; little sleep, after investing in and paying hard-earned cash and all her life savings to lawyers

to do patent litigation, patent prosecution and patent re-examination work for over eleven years,

and after paying lawyers to do the patent prosecution work at the USPTO for over twenty years.

Dr. Arunacha1am’s lawyer Larry Goodwin did excellent work for her while at the Kasowitz law

firm in New York City and superb work for Dr. Arunachalam after he left the Kasowitz law finn,

when he represented her at the USPTO in an oral argument in a pre-AIA re‘-examinationof one of

her patents in the same patent portfolio as the Asserted Patent. He cost a pretty penny. In fact, Dr.

Arunachalam learned patent law from Larry Goodwin. Dr. Arunachalam was burned by George

Pazuniak, a downright incompetent and dishonest lawyer in Delaware who has stolen her monies

and damaged her financially and physically and caused her personal and financial injury, engaged

in elder abuse and RICO activities. The USPTO engaged in breach of contract, in violation of U.S.

Supreme Court Chief Justice Marshall’s ‘First Impression’ Constitutional Res Judicata ruling

prohibiting the quashing of Patent Contract Grants with inventors, once issued. AIA is

unconstitutional in allowing re-examinations of Granted Patents as if they were Patent

Applications.
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258. Dr. Arunachalam further engages in exploitation of the Asserted Patent through its

substantial domestic investments in research and development and engineering activities in the

United States. These activities include, among other things, research and development and

engineering and design tied to the claimed technology implemented in the Asserted Patent. These

activities have occurred in the past and are ongoing with respect to prior and current versions of

the Domestic Industry Products and Patents as well as future versions of Dr. Arunachalam’s

products and patents under development. '

259. A significant and substantial portion of Dr. Arunachalam’s technical activities takes

place in the United States. Dr. Arunachalam’s domestic investments and activities are significant

and substantial both in absolute terms and relative to Dr. Arunachalam’s overall operations. Dr.

Arunachalam’s domestic investments and activities are important to the Domestic Industry

Products and Patents and represent significant added value. These investments are -described in

more detail in the Declaration of Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam, attached hereto as Confidential

Exhibit 1C.

260. Complainant conducts extensive market research -in the U.S., which drives the

design and development of Complainant’s Patent portfolio licensed in the U.S., including its and

its Licensees’ protected Web applications sold by Licensees who have taken a license to the

Asserted Patent. _

261. Complainant’s employees in the U.S. develop technical marketing and promotional

materials relating to Complainant’s protected Web applications. These materials are designed to

inform retailers and consumers in the USA of the technical features of the Complainant protected

Web applications.
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262. Complainant’s employees in the U.S. provide customer service and engage in sales

activities related to Complainant’s patent licensing and protected Web applications.

263. Co1nplainant’s employees in the U.S. attend trade shows in the U.S. each year, at

which they promote the technical features of the Complainant protected Web applications.

264. Each year, Complainant makes substantial financial investments in facilities,

equipment, and labor in the U.S. to conduct its business related to Complainant’s Patent Portfolio,

patent prosecution and patent assertion of the Asserted Patent related to IoT devices and Web

applications.

265. “The service network engine 820 is node-side TransWebTMExchange software,

available from WebXchange of Scotts Valley, Calif.”

266. Complainant’s domestic investment and activities add significant and substantial

value to Complainant’s Patent Portfolio, patent prosecution and patent assertion of the Asserted

Patent related to IoT devices and Web applications. v

267. Proposed Respondents’ Injury to Complainant’s Domestic Industry:

268. ' Dr. Arunachalam’s Asserted Patent and other patents in the same patent portfolio

with a priority date of 11/13/1995 created huge commercial success of IoT ‘devices and Web

applications displayed on a Web browser, and made trillions of dollars for Proposed Respondents.

The Pricing Model for Domestic Industry IoT devices and Web applications displayed on a Web

browser per Web transaction per Web application per user. An example is the Facebook pricing

Model. JPMorgan has reported in its Website as having 7000 Web applications injust one Business

Unit and trillions of Web transactions from Web applications armually. This translates to huge

revenues and savings for Proposed Respondents. '
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269. Proposed Respondents engaged in Anti-Trust violations and crushing Complainant

with competition, and denial of due process and deprivation of fundamental rights, and RICO

activities and unfair competition, detailed supra. ,

- 270. These market-disruptive innovations should have allowed Dr. Arunachalam to

grow into one of the largest technology companies in the United States, but for Proposed

Respondents engaging in RICO tactics, anti-trust violations, unfair methods of competition and

unfair acts in the unlawful importation into the United States, sale for importation into the United

States, and/or sale within the United States after importation of certain IoT devices and

components thereof (IoT, The Internet of Things — Web Applications displayed on a Web

browser) — that infringe one or more claims of U.S. Patent N0. 7,930,340. Each Web application

is a grain of sand in the ocean of IoT devices and infinite Web applications, all of which are Dr.

Arunachalam’s inventions.

271. The ClearCorrect CAFC ruling is moot in‘view of the fraud committed by the

Proposed Respondents — Wire Fraud, Mail Fraud, and other deceptive practices, detailed supra,

engaged in by the Proposed Respondents, as for example, the injury by The IBM Eclipse

Foundation to Complainant’s domestic industry.

XV. REQUEST FOR RELIEF I _

WHEREFORE, Complainant Dr. Arunachalam respectfully requests that the United States

International Trade Commission: i

A. AInstitute an immediate investigation pursuant to Section 337(b)(1)' of the Tariff,Act

of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. Section 1337, into the violations by each of the Proposed

Respondents of Section 337 arising from the importation into the United States, and/or sale for

importation and/or sale within the United States after importation, of each of the Proposed
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Respondents’ IoT devices/apparatuses/machines and Web applications and components thereof

that infringe any of the claims 1-40 of U.S. Patent No. 7,930,340;

B. Set an expedited target date of no more than a few"months;

C. Schedule and conduct a hearing pursuant to Section 337( c ), for purposes of

receiving evidence and hearing argument concerning whether there has been a violation of Section

337, and following the hearing, to determine that there has been a violation of Section 337;

D. Issue a pennanent limited exclusion order pursuant to Section 337(d), forbidding

entry into the United States of Proposed Respondents’ IoT devices/apparatuses/machines and Web

applications, IoT and components thereof and mobile platforms with Web applications, IoT and

components thereof that infringe any of the claims 1-40 of U.S. Patent No. 7,930,340,

manufactured by or on behalf of Apple and other Proposed Respondents, their subsidiaries, related

companies, and agents;

E. Issue a permanent order, pursuant to Section 337(D, directing Proposed

Respondents, their domestic subsidiaries, their affiliates, related companies, others acting on their

behalf, and others who are in active concert and participation withvthem, to cease and desist from

importing, selling for importation, offering for sale,.sale, using after importation, demonstrating,

promoting, marketing, and/or advertising in the United States, distribution, and other transfer

within the United States of Proposed Respondents’ IoT devices/apparatuses/machines, Web

applications and components thereof and mobile platforms with Web applications, IoT and

components thereof that infringe any of the claims 1-40 of U.S. Patent No. 7,930,340; 3

~ F. Impose avbond upon importation of IoT devices and mobile platforms with Web

applications, IoT and components thereof that infringe any of the claims 1-40 of U.S. Patent No.

7,930,340, during the 60-day Presidential review period pursuant to 19 U.S;C. § l337(j); and
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G. Grant all such other and further relief as it deems appropriate under the law, based

upon the facts complained of herein, and as detennined by the investigation.

Dated: September 25, 2017. Respectfully submitted,

<=€¢1}1..J--ll\ \
Dr. Lakshmi Arunaehalam"
222 Stanford Ave,
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Tel: 650.690.0995

laks22002@yahoo.com
Pro Se Complainant
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